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Abstract Weighted aggregation of fuzzy preference relations on the set of
alternatives by several criteria in decision-making problems is considered. Pairwise
comparisons with respect to importance of the criteria are given in fuzzy preference
relation as well. The aggregation procedure uses the composition between each two
relations of the alternatives. The membership function of the newly constructed fuzzy
preference relation includes t-norms and t-conorrns to take into account the relation
between the criteria importance. Properties of the composition and new relation, giv
ing a possibility to make a consistent choice or to rank the alternatives, are proved.
An illustrative numerical study and comparative examples are presented.
Keywords Fuzzy preference relations Composition offuzzy relations- Transitivity
properties· T-norms . T-conorms . Aggregation operators, Decision making
1 Introduction

Most multicriteria decision making models have been developed using mainly fuzzy
preference relations. One of the problems of these models concerns an aggregation of
such relations into a union relation with properties providing a possibility to make a
consistent choice or to rank the alternatives from the "best" to the "worst" one. The
concept offuzzy majority represented by a linguistic quantifier to aggregate fuzzy pref
erence relations is used in (Tanino 1984; Kacprzyk 1986; Chiclana et al. 1998; Ma
et al. 1999). The aggregation operators are also being used here, refer e.g. to Weighted
Mean (Chiclana et al. 1998; Yager 1994, 1996), Weighted Geometric (Chiclana et al.
20(0), Weighted MaxMin and Weighted MinMax (Fodor and Roubens 1995; Roubens
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1995) operators. Several operators with parameters are introduced, e.g. MaxMin,
MinAvg, Gamma operators (Zimmermann 1993), Generalized Mean operator
(Grabisch et al. 1998; Detyniecki 2001; Sousa and Kaymak 2001).
Very good overviews of the aggregation operators along with their advantages and
disadvantages are provided by (Grabisch et al. 1998; Detyniecki 2001; Mesiar 2003).
Different approaches to aggregation are investigated in (Xu 2004a, 2005; Jin and
Sendhoff 2002; Calvo and Mesiar 2003).
To make a consistent choice or rank of the alternatives from the "best" to the "worst"
one, when fuzzy preference relations are assumed, a set of properties to be satisfied
have been suggested. The consistency in this case has a direct effect on the ranking
results of the final decision. The investigations on the consistency of fuzzy preference
relations are made in (Xu and Da 2003; Xu 2004b; Herrera-Viedma et al. 2004; Ma
et al. 2006). Studying consistency is associated with the concept of transitivity (Basile
1990; Herrera-Viedma et al. 2004). Let /L : A x A ~ [0, I] be a membership function
of a fuzzy relation and a, b, e E A. Some definitions for transitivity are:
• Max-min transitivity (Dubois and Prade 1980; Zimmermann 1993): /L(a, c) >
min(/L(a, b), /L(b, cj):
• Max-max transitivity (Tanino 1988): /L(a, c) ~ max(/L(a, b), /L(b, cj):
• Restricted max-min transitivity (Tanino 1988): uta, b) ~ 0.5, /L(b, c) ~ 0.5 ::::}
/L(a, c) ~ min(/L(a, b), /L(b, e»;
• Restricted max-max transitivity (Tanino 1988): uia, b) ~ 0.5, utb, c) ~ 0.5 ::::}
/L(a, c) ~ max(/L(a, b), /L(b, e»;

• Additive transitivity (Tanino 1984, 1988): /L(a, c) = uta, b)

+ /L(b, c) -

0.5.

Characterizations and comparisons between these transitivity are suggested in
(Herrera- Viedma et al. 2004). The additive transitivity is a stronger property than
restricted max-max one, which is a stronger concept than the restricted max-min
transitivity, but a weaker property than max-max transitivity. The latter property is a
stronger one than max-min transitivity, which is a stronger property in comparison
with the restricted max-min transitivity. Methods for constructing fuzzy preference
relations from preference data are described in (EkeI2002; Xu 2004a; Herrera-Viedma
et al. 2004; Alonso et al. 2005). Applying these methods makes possible to get con
sistency of the fuzzy preference relations and thus to avoid inconsistent solutions in
the decision making processes.
Zadeh (1971) suggested several useful definitions for transitivity, which are com
pared in (Venugopalan 1992). The weakest of them is the max-A transitivity, i.e.
/L(a, c) ~ max(O, /L(a, b) + /L(b, c) - 1). It is shown that this is the most suitable
notion of transitivity for fuzzy ordering.
The dependence between the properties of the aggregated relation and the individ
ual relations is investigated in (Chic1ana et al. 2003, 2004; Drewniak and Dudziak
2004; Jacas and Recasens 2003; Mesiar and Saminger 2004; Roubens 1989; Peneva
and Popchev 2003, 2005).
The fuzzy preference relations are the basic concept in the following multicriteria
decision making problem considered here. Let A = {aI,
, all} be the finite set of
alternatives evaluated by several fuzzy criteria K = {kI,
, km }, i.e. these criteria
give fuzzy preference relations RI, R2, ... , Rm between the alternatives. When the
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cardinality n of A is small, the preference relations may be represented by the n x n
matrices Rk = Ilrtll, where rikj = ILk(ai, aj), i, j = I, ... , n, k = I, ... , m, ILk:
A x A ---+ [0, I] is the membership function of the relation Rk and

degree of the alternative

a, over

aj by the criterion kk.

rt

rt is the preference

= 0.5 indicates indiffer

ence between a, and a i- rfj = I indicates that ai is absolutely preferred to a j, and
r~. > 0.5 indicates that a, is preferred to a j by the k-th criterion. In this case, the
~/eference matrices Ri; k I, ... , m are usually assumed to be additive reciprocal,
i.e,

=

rfj+r~i=l,

i,j=I, ... ,n.

A fuzzy preference relation W between the criteria is given as well, i.e. the cou
ples of criteria are compared according to their importance. Let W = II W(ki, k j) II =
Ilwilll, i, j = I, ... , m, where w(kj, kj) be the preference degree of the criterion
ki over k], The general procedure to include these preference degrees in the aggre
under the impor
gation process uses a transformation of the preference values
tance degree Wij to generate a new value. This transformation can be made with the
help of a function with required properties. Examples of the transformation function
include: the minimum operator (Yager 1994), an exponential function (Yager 1978),
any t-norm operator (Zimmermann 1993; Peneva and Popchev 2005), a linguistic
quantifier (Chiclana et al. 200 I).
The setting problem is to obtain the preference relation between the alternatives
uniting the fuzzy relations by the individual criteria taking into account the relation
between the importance of the criteria. The aim is to use the whole information given
above up to the final stage of the problem solution without transforming the relation
W into some weighted coefficients.

rt

2 Properties of a composition of fuzzy relations
An attempt to use the composition of two relations in an aggregation procedure is
made here. If the composition possesses some properties required for the solution of
ranking or choice problems, then it may be used in such procedures. This will give
one practical application of the composition.
Definition 1 (Nguyen and Walker 2000). Let X and Y be fuzzy relations in A x A
and let T be a t-norrn. The composition X 0 Y of these relations with respect to T is
the fuzzy relation on A x A with membership function
lL(ai, aj)

= ILXoy(ai, aj) = mr{T(lLx(a j , ad, lLy(ako aj))},
i, i. k = I, ... , n.

(1)

When T = min then the composition is a max-min one. When T = xy , then it is a
max-product composition. X 0 Y can be obtained as the matrix product of X and Y.
It has to be taken into account that X 0 Y "I Y 0 X in general.
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LetX = Ilxij II and Y = IlYij II, i, j = 1, ... ,n befuzzy relations in A x A, where
xi]; Yij are the membership degrees of the comparison of the alternatives ai, a j E A

to the fuzzy preference relations X and Y, respectively.
Certainly, the properties of the composition of two relations depend on the relations'
properties. Therefore, it needs to investigate what kind of transitivity must possess both
relations in order their composition has some transitivity properties. The examples
show that the composition does not preserve the transitivity property, but it transforms
the additive and max-max transitivity into the max-b. one (see Propositions 1, 2).
Besides the composition of two restricted max-min or max-max transitivity relations
is not always a max-b. transitive relation.

Proposition 1 If two fuzzy preference relations are additively transitive, then the
composition ofthese relations is max-b. transitive.

Proof Let X =
relations, i.e,
Xij

=

Yij

+ Yji

Xik

and Y = IIYijll, i, j = 1, ... , n be additively transitive

I/xijll

+ Xkj

-

0.5,

= 1, Vi, j,

Xij

+ Xji

= 1

and

Yij

=

Yik

+ Ykj

-

0.5,

(2)

k.

Two cases will be considered: max-min composition and max-product composition.
(A) Max-min composition
In this case if Z = X 0 Y, then in accordance with (1)

Z=IIZijll,

Zij=max{min(xiktYkj)},
k

(3)

k=I, ... ,n.

It has to be proved that
Zij :::

If zu:
Let

+ Zkj + Zkj

Zik

-

max(O, Zik

+ Zkj

-

k = 1, ... , n.

1),

1 ::: 0, then (4) is proved, because Zij E [0, 1].
1 > 0, then in accordance with (3) let

Zik

=

=

min(xikl' Yk1d

=

Xikl'

S

Zkj

= maxjminfxs,; Ysj)} =

min(xkk2' Yk2j)

=

Xkk2'

s = 1, ... , k2,

If Xi k3

max{min(xis, Ysd}
s

s

::: Xikl or
From (7) one has

~ Springer

(4)

Xik3 ::: Xkk2'

= 1, ... , kj, ... , n,

... , n,

(5)

(6)

then (4) is proved. Let Xik3 < Xikl and Xik3 < Xkk2'
therefore Xik3::: min(xikl ' Yklj)

min(xik3' Yk3j) ::: min(xikt, Yktj),
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and it has to be proved that Xik3 ::: Yklj ::: min(xik" Yk ,d+min(xkk2' Y k2j) -1,
min(xik" Yk,k) + min(xkk2' Yk2j) - 1 ::: Yk,k + Ykal - 1. Hence, if

= Yk,j

but

(8)

then (4) is valid. Taking into account that the relation Y is reciprocal, inequality (8)
becomes

(9)
Relation Y is additively transitive and therefore Y klk2
= Yklk2 + 0.5, then (9) becomes

= Yklj + Ylka -

0.5, i.e. Yklj +

Yj k2

The proofs for other variants of minimum values in (5), (6), and (7) are reduced to the
above case.
(B) Max-product composition
In this case if Z = X 0 Y, then according to (1)
(10)

Using the above notations, it follows that
Zik =max{xis·Ysk} =Xik,·Yk,k,
s

Zkj

= max{xks.
Ys;}
s
. = Xkk2 . Y k2;'
.

Zi;=maX{Xis·Ys;}=Xik3·Yk3;'
.
S
.
-.

=

1, ... ,kl, ... .n,

(11)

s = 1, ... , kz, ... , n,

(12)

,k3,···,n.

(13)

s

s=I, ...

Let Zik + Zkj - 1 > 0 and Zij < zn, Zij < ze], then according to (4), (11), (12),
and (13) it has to be proved that
(14)
From (13) it follows that

Then, if
(15)
~ Springer
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is valid, (14) will be valid, as well.
From Zij < Zik it follows that Xikl
becomes
Xikl (Yk\j - Ykjk)
{} Xikj (Ykj -

2: Xkk2

0.5) 2: Xkk2

• If Xikl :::s Xkk2 and
be proved that 1 -

1-

. Yk2j

Ykj

-1 {}

:::s 0.5 --+

(0.5 -

Xkk2 . Y k2j - Xkk2

1-

Xikj . Yk2j

= 1-

Xikj

(0.5 -

= 1-

Ykj)

Xkk2Yk2j

+ 0.5 -

i.e. Ykjj <

+YkJi-0.5 Xkk2 . Yk2j

Ykj)

:::s

Ykj),

but

Xkk2

Xkk2 (Yk2j

Yklk

0.5) 2: Xkk2

2: Xikl (0.5 (0.5 -

+ 0.5 -

and then (15)

Ykj).

. Yk2j -

> 1-

Xikl Y k2j

Ykj) {}
Ykj)

1-

= 1-

and from

Then, it has to

Ykj)

Ykj

Xikl . Yk2j - Xikl

Xikl Yk2j

1

Ykj)'

= l-Xkk2(Yk2j+Yjk-0.5) = l - Xkk2Yk2k

2: Xikj (0.5 -

Xikj (Yk2j

Xikl (Ykkj

2: Xkk2 (0.5 -

= l-Xkk2(Yk2j+0.5-1+Yjk)

• If Xikl > Xkk2' then 1 proved that

Xik\ . Ykjk,

1 {} 1 -

,Yk2j -

Xkk2 . Yk2J'

<

. YkJi

2: O.

:::s 0.5 it has to be

(0.5 -

Ykj)

2: O.

The proof for the transitivity of the composition Y 0 Xis done in a similar way.
The additive transitivity does not imply the max-max one (e.g. see matrix X from
Sect. 4), and due to this the following proposition is suggested.

Proposition 2 lftwo fuzzy preference relations are max-max transitive, then the com
position of these relations is max-D. transitive.
Proof Let
i.e.

If Z = X

X=llxijll

0

Y, Z =

and

Ilzij II,
Zij

Y=IIYijll,

i,

j=I, ... , n

be max-max transitive relations,

it has to be proved that

2: max(O, Zik

+ Zkj

-

1),

k = 1, ... , n,

(A) Max-min composition
According to (5), (6), and (7), let Zik = Xikj' Zkj = Xkk2' Z;j = Xi k3' i.e. it has to
be proved that Xik3 2: max(O, Xikl + Xkk2-])'
But Xik3 2: max(xikj' Xklk3) 2: Xikl 2: Xik 1 Xkk2 2: max(O, Xik j + Xkk2 - 1). The
proofs for the other variants of minimum values in (5), (6), and (7) are reduced to this
case.
(B) Max-product composition
According to (11), (12), and (13), let Zik = Xik 1 • Ykjk. Zij = Xik3 . Y k3j, i.e. it has
to be proved that Xi k3 . Yk3j 2: max(O, Xik 1 • Yklk + Xkk2 . Y k2j - 1). But for "Is, Xik3 2:
max (Xis , Xsk3)' i.e, Xik3 2: Xikl and Yk3j 2: Ykai- Therefore
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The numerical example below shows that the composition of two fuzzy relations
does not preserve the other properties of the fuzzy relations.

3 Approach for aggregation of fuzzy relations with different importance
Let X = Ilxi] II and Y = IIYij II, i, j = I, ... ,n be fuzzy relations in A x A, where
Xij, Yij are the membership degrees of the comparison of the alternatives ai, aj E A to
the fuzzy preference relations X and Y, respectively. Taking into account the relation
W, a new fuzzy relation R between X and Y, X f= Y, with the following membership
degrees

0.5
ri;. = { S(T(w I ,zi])'
I
2
T(w 2 ,zij))

ifai=aj

if a,

(16)

f= a; ,

is suggested, where
ZI

=X

0

Y

= II zij I '

zJj = mtx{T(xik. Ykj)},

liz;; II,

z;; = m;x{T(Yik. Xkj)},

Z2 = Yo X =

= w(ky, kx) are the preference degrees of the criterion with a
relation X over Y and Yover X, respectively, T is a t-norm and S is a corresponding
t-conorm.
The main idea used in (16) consists in the fact that the composition of two relations
compares the preference degrees of the i -th alternative with all alternatives from the
first relation with the preference degrees of all alternatives to the j-th alternative from
the second relation and vice versa, since the composition operation is not commu
tative. Then, taking into account the relation W, i.e. wi and w 2 are the preference
degrees of relation X over Y and Yover X, respectively, a comparison operator that
"pessimistically" combines the relations Wand ZI, Wand Z2 is used to get match
measures which can be after that "optimistically" united in an overall result. Thus, if a
t-norm provides the "pessimistic" combination, a t-conorm plays the role of an "opti
mistic" union. If the fuzzy relations corresponding to the criteria are Rl, R2, ... , Rm
and Ri], i f= j, is the new fuzzy relation according to (16) and since Rij = R;i'
the number k of the new relations will be equal to the combinations of two elements
over m, i.e., k = m(I:~21). Aggregation operators (Peneva and Popchev 2003) uniting
these k relations can be used after that to obtain the aggregation fuzzy relation giving
a possibility to decide the choice or ranking problems.
The purpose of the following investigation is to prove that the fuzzy relation with
membership degrees (16) preserves, or does not preserve the transitivity property of
the individual fuzzy relations.
WI

= w(kx, kr),

k = 1,2, ... , n,

w2

Proposition 3 If the relations z', Z2 are max-Is: transitive ones and the relation
W is additive reciprocal, then the relation (16) is max-Is: transitive for the couple of
t-norms (T = min, S = max) and (T = xy, S = x + Y - xy).
~ Springer
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Proof Let

z',

Z2 be max-A transitive relations, i.e.

zlj 2: max(O, zlk + Z~j

-1), Z~j 2: max(O, Z~k

+ z~.i -

1),

k = 1, ...

,n (17)

and W is additive reciprocal, i.e.
(18)
Then, it has to be proved that
l

2

S(T(w , zJ), T(w , z1) 2:

max(O, S(T(w 1, zlk)' T(w 2 , zlk))

+ S(T(w 1, Z~j)' T(w 2 , z~;)) -

1). (19)

The following notations will be used for simplicity:

zJj
z~.i

= r z1; = q ZJk = a Z1k = b
= c z~.i = d wI = x w 2 = Y

Then (17), (18), and (19) may be rewritten as:

r 2: max(O, a

+b -

q 2: max(O, c + d - 1),

1),

x

+Y=

1,

(20)

S(T(x, r), T(y, q)) 2: max(O, S(T(x, a), T(y, b))

+ S(T(x, c), T(y, d)) -

1).

(21)

IfS(T(x,r), T(y,q)) 2: S(T(x,a), T(y,b))orS(T(x,r), T(y,q)) 2: S(T(x,c),
T(y, d)), or S(T(x, a), T(y, b)) + S(T(x, c), T(y, d) - 1 ~ 0, then (21) is valid. For

the rest of the cases it has to be proved that
S(T(x, r), T(y, q)) 2: S(T(x, a), T(y, b))

+ S(T(x, c), T(y, d)) -

1.

(22)

The most complicated case will be considered, taking into account (20). Let

°

~ r ~a ~

(A) Let T

= min,

S

C

~ 1,

°

~ q

~ 1,

°

~ x

s ys

I.

(23)

= max. In this case from (22) it has to be proved that

max(min(x, a), minty, b))
~

sb~d

+ max(min(x, c), minty, d))

- 1

max(min(x, r), minty, q)).

(24)

Taking into account (23), the position of x between r, a, cand the position of y between
q, b, d, one faces the following cases:
• Let x

~

~ Springer

r, y ~ q, then (24) becomes y

+y -

1

~

y, which is valid.
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• Let r ::s x ::s a, y ::s q, then (24) becomes max(x, y) + max(x, y) -1 ::s max(r, y),
but r ::s x ::s y and this case reduces to 1.
• Let a ::s x ::s c, y ::s q, then from (24) follows max(a, y) + max(x, y) - 1 ::s
max(r, y), but a ::s x ::s y, r ::s x ::s y and this case reduces to 1.
• Let c ::s x ::s 1, y ::s q, then (24) becomes max(a, y) + max(c, y) - 1 ::s max(r, y),
but r ::s a ::s c ::s x ::s y and this case reduces to 1.
• Letx ::s r, q ::s y ::s b, then (24) becomes max(x, y) + max(x, y)-1 ::s max(x, q),
- if max (x, q) = x, then it has to be proved that y + y - 1 ::s x, but according to
(23) and (20) y + Y - 1 ::s b + d - 1 ::s q ::s x,
- if max(x, q) = q, then (24) becomes y + Y - 1 ::s q, that is valid.
• Letx ::s r, b ::s y ::s d, then (24) becomes max(x, b) + max(x, y)-1 ::s max(x, q),
but max(x, b) + max(x, y) - 1 ::s max(x, y) + max(x, y) - 1 ::s max (x , q)
according to 5.
• Let x ::s r, d ::s y ::s 1, then (24) becomes max (x, b) + max (x , d) - 1 ::s
max(x, q),

- if max(x, q) = q, then x ::s q ::s b ::s d and (24) becomes b + d - 1 ::s q,
that is valid according to (20), if max(x, q) = x and x ::s b, then (24) becomes
b+d- 1::sq::sx,

- ifmax(x, q) = x and b::s x ::s d, then (24) is x + d - 1 ::s x, that is valid,
- ifmax(x, q) = x and x > d, then (24) is x + x-I ::s x, that is valid.
• Let r ::s x ::s a, q ::s y ::s b, then (24) becomes y

+y -

1 ::s max(r, q),

- ifmax(r, q) = q, then according to (20) and (23) one has y+y-l ::s b+d-l ::s q,
- ifmax(r,q) =r,theny+y-l ::sb+d-l::sq ::Sr.

• Let r ::s x ::s a, b ::s y ::s d, then (24) becomes max(x, b)

+ max(x, y)

- 1 ::s

max(r, q),

- if x s », r ::sq,thenonehasb+y-l ::Sb+d-l ::sq,thatisvalidaccording
to (20),
- if x ::s b, r > q, then b + y - 1 ::s b + d - 1 ::s q ::s r ,
- if x > b, r ::s q, then x + y - 1 = 1 - 1 = 0 ::s q,
- if x > b, r > q, then (24) becomes x + y - 1 = 1 - 1 = 0 ::s r.
• Let r ::s x ::s a, d ::s y ::s 1 then (24) becomes max(x, b) + max(x, d) - 1 <
max(r, q), butmax(x, b)+max(x, d)-1 ::s max(x, b)+max(x, y)-1 ::s max(r, q)
that is valid according to 9.
• Let a ::s x ::s c, q ::s y ::s b ~ a ::s x ::s y, then (24) becomes y + y - 1 ::s
max(r, q),

- if max(r, q) = q, then according to (20) and (23) one has y + y -1 ::s b + d -1 ::s
q,
- ifmax(r, q) = r, then y + y - 1 ::s b + d - 1 ::s q ::s r.
• Let a ::s x ::s c, b ::s y ::s d, then (24) becomes max(a, b)

+ max(x, y)

- 1 <

max(r, q),

~ Springer
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if a ~ b, r ~ q, then one has according to (20) b + y - I
if a ~ b, r > q, then b + Y - I ~ b + d - I ~ q ~ r,
if a > b, r ~q,thenx+y-I ~ I - I =O~q,
if a > b, r > q, then x + y - I ~ r,

~

b+d - I

~

q,

• Let a ~ x ~ c, d ~ Y ~ I, then (24) becomes max(a, b) + max(x, d) 
I ~ max(r, q), but max(a, b) + max(x, d) - 1 ~ max(a, b) + max(x, y) - I <
max(r, q), that is valid according to 12.
• Let c ~ x ~ I, q ~ Y ~ b, then (24) becomes max(a, y) + max(c, y) - I <
max(r, q), but max(a, y) + max(c, y) - I ~ max(a, b) + max(x, y) - I <
max(r, q), that is valid according to 12.
• Let c ~ x ~ I, b ~ y ~ d --+ c ~ x ~ y, then (24) becomes max(a. b) +
max(c, y) - I ~ max(r, q), but max(a, b) + max(c, y) - 1 ~ max(a, b) +
max(x, y) - 1 ~ max(r, q), that is valid according to 12.
• Let c ~ x ~ 1, d ~ Y ~ 1, then (24) becomes max(a, b) + max(c, d) - 1 ~
max(r, q), but max(a, b) + max(c, d) ~ x + y ~ 1 and hence the above inequality
is valid.
Therefore, (19) is proved for T = min, S = max.
(B) Let T = xy, S x + y - xy. In this case it has to be proved that (from (22»

=

xr

+ yq

- xyrq :::: xa

+ yb

- xyab

+ xc + yd -

xycd - 1.

(25)

After simple transformations and using (20), (25) becomes
x(r - a - c + 1)

+ y(q

- b- d

+

1)

+ xy(ab + cd

- rq) ::::

o.

(26)

Let 0 ~ r ~ a ~ c ~ 1, 0 ~ q ~ b ~ d s 1, then rq ~ ab s cd and (25) is valid.
Let 0 s a ~ r ~ c ~ 1, 0 ~ q ~ b ~ d ~ 1, then rq ~ cd and (25) is valid.
Let 0 ~ a ~ r ~ c ~ 1, 0 ~ b ~ q ~ d ~ 1, then S(T(x, r), T(y, q» ::::
S(T(x, a), T(y, b» and (22) is valid. The other cases reduce to the last one.
Therefore, (19) is proved for these t-norrns and corresponding t-conorms, The other
t-conorrns do not preserve the max-Do transitivity of fuzzy relations as it is proved in
(Pen eva and Popchev 2005).

4 Numerical example
Let two criteria provide the following fuzzy preference relations on four alternatives.
at
at

x=

~ Springer

a2
a3
a4

[05

0.45
0.3
0.05

a2
0.55
0.5
0.35
0.1

a3
0.7
0.65
0.5
0.25

a4

095]
0.9
0.75
0.5
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y=

a2

a3

a4

0.3
0.5
0.6
0.5

0.2
0.4
0.5
0.4

0.3J
0.5
0.6
0.5
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Suppose that the importance comparison of the two criteria are given by the fol
lowing fuzzy preference relation

w2
0.6]
0.5
The relations X and Yare additively transitive and reciprocal ones and the relation
W is reciprocal. The new relations Z I = X 0 Y, Z2 = Yo Xare computed as max-min
compositions:

0,7 0.6
Zl = 0.7 0.6
[ 0.7 0.5
0.5

0.5

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.4

0,5
0.6J
0.6
0.5
0.5

Z2

=

0.5
0.55
0.55
0.55

0.5
[ 0.5
0.5

0.5

0.7 0.5J
0.7
0.7 0.8
0.7 0.7

One can verify that these relations are not reflexive, symmetrical, reciprocal, but they
are max-A transitive according to Proposition 1. The fuzzy relation uniting X and Y
together with W using (l6) is computed for t-norm T=xy and t-conorrn S = x+y-xy.
The aggregated relation R is max-A transitive according to Proposition 3:

al
a2
R=
a3
a4

al

a2

a3

a4

0.536
0.536
0.44

0.488
0.5
0.454
0.454

0.44
0.496
0.5
0.4528

0488
0.5392 J
0.524
0.5

[0,5

This fuzzy preference relation is a fuzzy preorder (Dubois and Prade 1980). Then,
the perfect antisymmetry relationR'of R (Nakamura 1986) is computed, i.e. if

R(a, b) 2: R(b, a) ---+ R'(a, b) = R(a, b) V

m». a) = O.

In this example

a2
0.496
0.5

o
o

a3
0.536
0.536
0.5

o

a4
0.5392J
0.524
0.488
0.5
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The relation R' is a fuzzy partial ordering according to definition in VenugopaJan
(1992) and it is obvious that this relation is a fuzzy linear ordering (Dubois and Prade
1980), i.e.
0.496

0.536

0.488

Q 2 - Q 3 - Q]-Q4·

The max-product compositions of the relations X and Yare:

l
l

0.475
0.45
0.375
0.25

o.665

z' = X

o

Y =

0.63
0.525
0.35
o.25

Z2 = Y

0

X=

0.275
0.385
0.44
0.385

0.35
0.4
0.35

0.380
0.36
0.3
0.2
0.35
0.49
0.56
0.49

0.475 J
0.45
0.375
0.25
0.475J
0.45
0.76
0.665

The fuzzy relations Z 1, Z2 are max-A transitive ones according to Proposition I.
The aggregated relation R computed with the help of (16), t-norrn T = min(x, y) and
t-conorm S = max(x, y) is:

R

=

l

o.5
0.6
0.525
0.35

0.476
0.5
0.4
0.385

0.38
0.4
0.5
0.4

0.475
0.45
0.4
0.5

The antisymmetrized relationR'of R is:
Q2

Q3

Q4

0.4
0.5

0.6
0.525
0.5
0

0.45 J
0.4
0.475
0.5

o

o

The corresponding fuzzy linear ordering is:
0.4

0.525

0.475

Q2-Q3 - Q ] - Q 4 ·

The result orderings coincide in the considered cases.
Compare these results with the foIlowing ones obtained by a transformation of the
relation W into some weighted coefficients wi. w 2 , ••. , win of the m-th criteria. As
shown in (Chiclana et al. 2001), the vector of the weighted coefficients of a consistent
fuzzy preference relation induces the same ordering among the set of criteria as the
vector of quantifier guided dominance degrees, no matter which linguistic quantifier
is used. For this reason, we propose to calculate the importance of the k-th criterion
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as the total sum of the values of the row k of the matrix W, i.e. wk = L"j=1 Wkj. The
normalized vector for this matrix in our example is W = (0.55, 0.45).
(a) Using the minimum operator to transform the preference values ri~ under the
weighted coefficient wk to generate a new value, the aggregated fuzzy preference
relation Robtained by the maximum operator is:
0,5

0.55
0.5
R = max(min(0.55, X), min(0.45, Y) = ~::;
0.45
[
0.45 0.45

0.55
0.55
0.5
0.4

0.55]
0.55
0.55
0.5

The antisymmetrized relationR'of R produces the following fuzzy linear ordering:

(b) Using the t-norm T =min (x, y) to combine rtwith w k and t-conorm S = max
(x, y) to aggregate the new computed relations, one has:
0.4381 0.3967
0.4845 0.4381
R = S(T(0.55, X), T(0.45, Y) = 0.4656
0.4105
[
0.3338 0.2676

0.4404
0.4731
0.4381
0.2927

0,5926]
0.6086
0.5711 .
0.4381

The following fuzzy linear ordering from R'is obtained:

aa

0.4731

0.4656

0.5926

---+ a3 ---+ a\ ---+ a4·

(c) Using the fuzzy linguistic quantifier "most of", the aggregated fuzzy preference
relation obtained by corresponding OWA operator, is
0.5
R = <I>:os,((O, 55, X), (0.45, Y) =

[

~:~
0.5

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.53

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.34

0,56]
0.66
0.66 .
0.5

The antisymmetrized relationR'of R produces the following fuzzy linear ordering:
0.5
0.6
0.56
a2 ---+ a3 ---+ a\ ---+ a4.

It is obvious that, the ordering for case (a) quite differs from the others due to the
exceptional influence of the weighted coefficient on the aggregated relation. In case
(b), the reduction of the membership degrees of R is a consequence of multiplication.
The initial weighted coefficients are used only by the permutation in case (c) without
taking into account their particular values. The ordering obtained by the suggested
here approach is the same for cases (b) and (c) and is computed without transforming
~ Springer
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the relation W into some weighted coefficients, i.e. without reducing the initial infor
mation.

5 Concluding remarks
The composition of two fuzzy preference relations in an aggregation procedure is
investigated. It is proved, that the composition is max-A transitive if both relations
are additive or max-max transitive. It shows that using the composition to aggregate
relations has practical application. A combination of t-norm and t-conorm is studied
for obtaining a new fuzzy preference relation including the computed composition.
This relation connects the relations on alternatives with the fuzzy preference relation
between the criteria importance. It is proved that the new fuzzy preference relation
preserves the max-A transitivity of the composition under some defined conditions,
thus making possible to decide the problem of the alternatives ordering. The numerical
example shows the result orderings by different compositions and different t-norms
and t-conorms. This procedure for aggregation uses the whole information up to the
final step of problem solution. The new relation possesses the transitivity property,
which is important for the solution of the alternatives ranking problem. It can be
easily performed on computer, when the number of criteria and alternatives is small.
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